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Understanding character - empathic responses to a character from the play. There are a range of way to present your work from voice recording to written response. It is all 
explained on Teams and I will go through it fully in our virtual lesson on Tuesday. Thanks.

 Meeting at 10.15am British time to read part of the story to each other, Mrs Jeeves will be on location in Whitby town centre. Make sure you can access the pictures of the story 
pages. Written work this week continuing from last week about what Mina and Lucy can do in Whitby during their stay. 

Weekly skills check. The focus for Wednesdays chat will be percentages problems involving simple and compound interest and reverse percentages. You will have a task to complete 
and a puzzle.

Continue with your mood board from last week. The deadline for finishing it is Tuesday 5th May. Catch up call is 10am on Tuesday.

Moving on to a personal favourite of Mrs Jeeves' this week. Blood Brothers. We are exploring texts that could be used in GCSEDrama and this is one that is used a lot. We will be 
acting out sections of the story and considering the original production too. 
Year 9 will be continuing on from last week on the topic 'Music Explorers - Listening Project'. You will be completing all of your work in the Teams Assignments area (where you will 
find more details), but this task should take roughly 1 hour to complete, you then should use your final 20 minutes of the lesson to complete one of the extension tasks (detailed on 
page 5 of the document). Your work should be submitted by Monday the 4th May to the Assignments area and I will be providing feedback by the time you have your next lesson. 
There will be a group chat at 10:15am to make sure you all understand what you have to do and can ask any questions. I will also be available on chat during your lesson time 
(Friday 10-12) and also my twilight session (Wednesday 4pm-6pm).

Your Family  Lesson 3 First Year Art Project: ME & MY WORLD  Look up the work of Loui Jover. He takes images of famous people and breaks them apart, before adding in shapes, 
collage elements, text and other patterns. In this lesson, we are going to use Jover’s process to create an unusual fragmented portrait of someone in your family. You’ll need at least 
one portrait photo that your family are OK for you to cut up. Alternatively, if you have access to a printer, you could take a portrait on your phone, change it to black and white and 
print it out. Task should take 2 hrs and needs to be handed in by 4pm Friday 1st May. Help and feedback available during lesson Friday afternoon 1-3pm.

Subjects

MC - Exchanging materials, building upon previous topics we will investigate how surface area ratios play a part in single and multi celled orgnasims.  How they adapt to their 
environment.  Questions will be included and should take approximately 90 minutes to complete.

Continue with their city/country model. If you have not already sent the 3 clues, please ensure these are added. We will meet on Monday at the following times. 9C - 10.00am. 9J - 
10.30am. All models need to be photographed and a picture sent to me via Teams by Friday 01/05/20. Any problems, message me.
This week we will be continuing our look at aspects of the First World War, by studying some sources related to the officers and commanders especially General Haig. We will 
examine their battles tactics and differing historians' opinions and consider why these commanders have been the subject of so much criticism and whether this is entirely 
justified.
Continuing work on the Holiday scrapbook. The second part will need to added to the Powerpoint and we will be sriting a section in the future tense. There will be a Language Gym 
assignment set for the week. Each task should take around 30-40 mins.

Continuing with our chocolate project, this week you will be conducting some market research with your family and friends, looking at people's chocolate preferences. Collating 
that research into graphs.  Then coming up with a design for a new chocolate bar - something different that hasn't been done before, including the type of chocolate, shape, size, 
ingredients etc. Work set on Teams assignments. Team meetings Monday 9C 13.30 and 9J 14.00.  Deadline Wednesday.

Online tutorial is on Thursday, 11am. This week we are going to work on the new topic, hobbies, revise the weather conditions and seasons(on Quizlet) and practice the use of the 
subordinating conjunction “wenn” to make sentences like “When it snows I go skiing”. During the tutorial we will continue reading “Café in Berlin”. Work to be handed in by 
Tuesday, 5:30.

Hand in research task on album covers. The next task is to research CD cases particularly trying to find those made of sustainable materials. The specific things you need to be 
looking at are identified in the assignment. You have 2 weeks to complete this research and submit your findings.  

Skills Check. Following on from fractions to decimals, we will be looking at decimals to fraction conversions. 

The work on electron configuration diagrams has been returned and if you have any questions we have a chat session Tues 1-3pm.  This week's work will be released on Tuesday and 
will involve a summary quiz on the previous week's topicws, as well as an introduction, and task, on ions!

It's time we met The Electromagnetic Spectrum of Light. You're going to be confused, then you're going to hate it, then you're going to love it. Then you will have an ear worm that 
you will never ever be able to get rid of. Then you're going to know everything about the Electromagnetic Spectrum of Light. You'll thank me in the end.


